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A TRUE STORY told through the voice of New York Times Bestselling author E.K. Blair.*an

intoxicatingly risquÃ© stand-alone bookSheâ€™s an author.Sheâ€™s a mother.Sheâ€™s a

wife.Sheâ€™s a fraud, a woman marked and bound by her own deceit.Experience the astounding

tale of how Anonymous battled through a year of scandals and betrayals, how her world fell from its

axis with a single choice, and how she lost herself between reality and fantasy.This is a stand-alone

true story tangled in lust, heartbreak, and contrition.
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**MINOR SPOILERS AHEAD**I debated long and hard whether or not to post this review. I've

finished reading this book a week or so ago and I had to sit on my review for a bit because of the

backlash negative reviews have been getting from fans for this particular book.I'm going to put aside

the whole question of whether or not this book is indeed a true story of someone or a clever but

shady marketing ploy. I have my own personal take on it but I won't be discussing it in this review.

I'm not also going to touch on the morality of the characters or the author. I know coming in that

there's going to be cheating this book. I'm not out to judge anyone in this book.I'm going to review



this book based on its own merit. And it does have merit. For one, this book is indeed

unputdownable. Itâ€™s like a train wreck you can't look away from. You want to know what kind of

mind-numbingly dumb thing the heroine is going to do next. That alone kept me glued to its pages. I

have to admit that EK Blair definitely knows how to keep her readers in suspense. But man, despite

the fact I could not stop reading this book, I also cannot help but feel bored about the whole thing

because it was predictable. Every decision the heroine made you can see from a mile away and you

keep reading just to see whether you had it right or wrong. And I was right 99.999999% of the

time.For those who are not familiar, Author Anonymous is a story about Victoria. She's a hybrid

(trad and indie) author who made a series of bad decisions for reasons which I will talk extensively

about later on. These bad decisions started when she signed up for a fetish site called FetLife.

A Full on, no holds barred TRAIN WRECK! That's the best way to describe this book.You are the

person driving down the road and viewing what is the gore of this woman's life.... the dirty, heart

spilling, gritty details.This book is NOT for the feint of heart-- and I say that because if you can't take

a 'real' story and not a fantasy one then I suggest you move on. This book isn't written to make you

happy. It's written to be real.As a woman who's been in a long term relationship and also happens

to live in this author/blogger book world I can relate with this story and Victoria 100%.When you

work from home in isolation, in a fantasy world, you do feel a sense of detachment from real life.

Your life consists of living in your pajamas and hoping you've brushed your hair that day. Your

partner, if you've been together for many years, like in this book, they do become a 'comfort zone' in

your life, but mostly the romance as fizzled and you hold onto those precious moments when the

exciting romance you had when you were first together roars to life and you cling to it. That's what

keeps you together.This woman in this book I totally felt all of that... I understood the draw of the

man she met. Was it wrong? Should I have been sicked with myself for even feeling okay about

what she was doing, in my own little warped way? Sure. I get it. Was it selfish? Sure. But this is real

life. We make crazy choices.The NEED in this book toward ALEC was addicting. Even as the reader

I could taste it through the pages. The drug that he provided her--the release. I wanted it too for

myself, and I'm just reading the darn story.As for Landon- the husband- I felt for him. I truly did. The

pain he felt it was heartbreaking and justified.In the end, I loved the story.
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